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CHRIS CARTER §
Appellant, § IN RE: Confederate Monument           

§ at Pioneer Cemetery                   
vs. §

§
CITY OF DALLAS § Appeal to the City Plan Commission        
LANDMARK COMMISSION, §

Appellee §

APPELLANT CHRIS CARTER’S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF HIS APPEAL

Facts and Background

The City of Dallas, Texas (City), filed an application for a Certificate of Demolition (CD)
with the Landmark Commission, a quasi-judicial body of the City, to remove and/or demolish a
monument situated in Pioneer Cemetery, known as the Confederate Monument.  The Landmark
Commission approved the application.  This Appellant, Chris Carter, timely appealed the Landmark
Commission’s decision within the required 30 day deadline.

The relevant timeline for this case and appeal are as follows. Facts outside the official record
on appeal from the Landmark Commission but which are from official City documents are noted
with an asterisk. 

Relevant Case Timeline Facts

10-10-01 Frances James, Landmark Commissioner, and Jack Guerra, Chief Planner, City
Historic Preservation, prepare and file the Pioneer Cemetery Landmark
Nomination Form to designate Pioneer Cemetery as a historic district and protect
all structures within the specifically defined area and establish the protected time
period of 1849-1921 as the Period of Historic Significance

05-22-02 City adopts Ordinance No. 24938 (the District Designation Ordinance)
establishing the Pioneer Cemetery Historic Overlay District No. 114 (the
District), comprised of approximately 4 acres, its graves and structures, including
but not limited to the Confederate Monument. This action subjects the District to
the protections of Dallas City Code Section 51A-4.501 (the Historic District
Protection Ordinance), which applies to all City historic overlay districts.

09-06-17 *City adopts resolution “to remove all public Confederate monuments” from the
City (the Content Restrictions) and establishes the Mayor’s Task Force on
Confederate Monuments (Mayor’s Task Force) for advice as to how to execute
certain of the Content Restrictions
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Relevant Case Timeline Facts

09-14-17 *City Council removes Alexander Phimister Proctor Statue of General Robert E.
Lee and Confederate Soldier from Lee Park in Dallas, in execution of one part of
the City’s Content Restrictions

10-01-18 *Landmark Commission adopts its calendar for 20191 including deadlines to file
[administratively complete] applications for consideration of those applications at
its regular meetings

02-06-19 *Mayor’s Task Force briefs the Dallas City Council on its recommendation to
remove the Confederate Monument from the District

02-07-19
(1)

*Landmark Commission calendar deadline for applicants to file applications to
be considered by the Landmark Commission at its regularly scheduled March 4,
2019, meeting (the CD did not meet this deadline)

02-07-19
(2)

The Landmark Commission’s 03-04-19 meeting agenda unlawfully listed this
date (backdated) as the date the City filed the CD

02-13-19 City Council votes to remove the Confederate Monument in furtherance of the
Content Restrictions, as recommended by the Mayor’s Task Force on 02-06-19

02-20-19
(1)

Jennifer Scripps signs the CD on behalf of the City’s Office of Cultural Affairs;
single page application form plus her executed affidavit, no supporting
documents

02-20-19
(2)

City Current Planning Dept. (acting for the Landmark Commission) date-stamps
receipt of the administratively incomplete CD and assigns it CD189-007 (LC)

02-20-19
(3)

Joey Zapata, Assistant City Manager, sends memo to Kris Sweckard, Director of
the City’s Sustainable Development and Construction Dept., unlawfully
requesting that the CD be scheduled for the March 4, 2019, Landmark
Commission hearing

02-21-19 Joey Zapata, Assistant City Manager, signs the CD on behalf of the City
Manager’s Office; single page application form plus his executed affidavit, no
supporting documents (this is a Thursday)

03-04-19
(1)

Scheduled Special Meeting of the Mayor’s Task Force to consider and act on the
CD, no quorum was present so the Mayor’s Task Force could not take any lawful
action (this is a Monday)

03-04-19
(2)

Landmark Commission’s regularly scheduled March 2019 hearing, at which it
unlawfully considered and approved the CD

1Landmark Commission Rules of Procedure Section 6(A)
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Relevant Case Timeline Facts

03-07-19 *Deadline to file applications to be considered by the Landmark Commission at
its regularly scheduled April 1, 2019, meeting (the CD met this deadline)

03-21-19 *City’s Office of Procurement Services holds a solicitation meeting at 10 a.m. to
“seek interested and qualified consulting firms that can provide removal and
archival storage services for the Confederate Monument...” Solicitation No.
BKZ1900009779

04-01-19
(1)

Appellant Chris Carter timely files an Appeal of the Landmark Commission’s
decision to approve the CD

04-01-19
(2)

*Earliest Landmark Commission regularly scheduled meeting at which the City’s
application for CD could have been lawfully scheduled

04-11-19 *Due Date for competitive sealed proposals from contractors for the City’s
removal of the Confederate Monument

05-04-19 *Election for Dallas Mayor and City Council

05-16-19 City Plan Commission’s regularly scheduled meeting, agenda includes appeals of
the Landmark Commission’s unlawfully timed decision to approve the CD

06-06-19 *City Plan Commission’s regularly scheduled meeting at which the City Plan
Commission should have lawfully scheduled Appellant Chris Carter’s appeal of
the Landmark Commission’s decision to approve the CD

06-08-19 *Runoff election for Dallas mayor and city council

06-26-19 *City Council’s regularly scheduled meeting at which the City Plan
Commission’s approval of the CD will be unlawfully heard

06-27-19 *New Mayor and City Council sworn in

08-14-19 *City Council’s regularly scheduled meeting at which the City Plan
Commission’s approval of the CD should have lawfully been heard

Bases for Appeal

A. The Landmark Commission Unlawfully Considered this Application at its March 2019
Meeting Instead of its April 2019 Meeting

The Landmark Commission unlawfully rushed consideration of the CD application which
caused its vote to be unlawful for many different reasons, including but not limited to the following:

1. The City’s earliest attempt to file the CD application was February 20, 2019, which
means the Landmark Commission could not lawfully consider it at its March 4, 2019,
regular meeting. The CD application must have been filed (and been administratively
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complete) on or before Feb. 7, 2019, to be considered at the March 4, 2019, meeting.2

2. The CD application never had supporting documentation of any kind until March 4,
2019. But both Jennifer Scripps and Joey Zapata signed the CD, and had their
signatures notarized, prior to attaching any required supporting documents to the one-
page CD form, even though the CD form itself states under Application Deadline:
“This form along with any supporting documentation must be filed by the first
Thursday of each month by 12:00 noon...Incomplete applications cannot be reviewed
and will be returned to you for more information...” [emphasis added]  

Technically, the testimony in Jennifer Scripps’ affidavit is incorrect. Her affidavit
states “...the statements contained in the application for a certificate of demolition
and removal are true and correct...” and one of those statements on the application
she verified is that all supporting documents are attached. The record on appeal
shows that the City placed no written supporting documents into the record until
March 4, 2019.3 As a matter of law, the Landmark Commission was prohibited from
considering any written supporting documents when it made its decision, and with
no supporting documents, the City failed to carry its burden of proof as a matter oa
law. 

Furthermore, the Historic District Protection Ordnance Section (b)(2) provides: “The
application must be accompanied by the following documentation before it will be
considered complete: (A)   An affidavit in which the owner swears or affirms that all
information submitted in the application is true and correct.” [emphasis added] 
Ms. Scripps should have either signed her affidavit only after she attached all
supporting documentation, or indicated in some manner that her affidavit only
verified the one-page CD application.

3. The Applicant on the CD was listed as “Jennifer H. Scripps, Director of the Office
of Cultural Affairs”, however, the Dallas Landmark Commission Landmark
Nomination Form (Section 5, p. 4) lists the “City of Dallas, Parks and Recreation
Department” , as the Current Owner of the structure. The CD application should have

2In addition to the Landmark Commission calendar it adopted in October of 2018 published by the City,
which settles this issue, the CD form itself states: “Application Deadline: This form must be completed before the
Dallas Landmark Commission can consider the approval of any demolition or removal of a structure within a
Historic District. This form along with any supporting documentation must be filed by the first Thursday of each
month by 12:00 noon so it may be reviewed by the Landmark Commission on the first Monday of the
following month..” [emphasis in original] By the date the City filed an administratively complete CD, which was no
earlier than Feb. 21, 2019, the next “first Thursday of the month” was March 7, 2019, and the first Monday of the
following month was April 1, 2019.

3Ms. Scripps’ testimony in her affidavit actually became untrue on March 4, 2019, when she introduced into
the administrative record written documents (City staff recommendation memorandum) and Powerpoint slides to
support the CD application. This raises the question of her knowledge and intent as of February 20, 2019, the date
she executed her affidavit: did Jennifer Scripps know, on February 20, 2019, that evidence would be introduced into
the administrative record of this case in support of the CD application, after she executed her affidavit?
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been signed by the Dallas Parks and Recreation Dept., not the Office of Cultural
Affairs.

4. The City’s Sustainable Development and Construction Dept. (Development Dept.),
acting on behalf of the Landmark Commission, stamped its receipt of the one-page
CD application signed by Jennifer Scripps on Feb. 20, 2019. The CD application
could not have been administratively complete until at least Feb. 21, 2019, the date
Joey Zapata also signed it. 

The CD application was deficient in two ways: (1) Joey Zapata had not signed the
CD application; and (2) there were no supporting documents attached to the CD
application. Pursuant to law, the Development Dept. must have then notified the
applicant in writing, within 10 days after submission of an application, that the CD
application was deficient.  But the administrative record on appeal shows there is a
complete lack of any such notice.

5. When the Landmark Commission determines that an application for a certificate of
demolition is administratively complete, it directs the applicant to post notification
of signs on the subject property “within 14 days.”4  The Landmark Commission
accepted the CD application on February 20, 2019. If the City had waited the full
fourteen days to post notification signs at the Confederate Monument, it could
lawfully have waited until Wednesday, March 6, 2019, to post that notice, TWO
DAYS AFTER the Landmark Commission actually voted to approve the CD
application. Because the Landmark Commission unlawfully rushed the consideration
of the CD from its April 1, 2019, regular meeting to its March 4, 2019, regular
meeting, all of the public was deprived of their notice and opportunity to timely
analyze the CD application, verify any of the citations and sources of authority the
City cited in its CD application, and develop competent evidence, including expert
witness testimony, to counter the information and opinions set forth in the CD. The
remedy for this defect is stated in the Dallas City Code: the City Plan Commission
must take no action on the CD application other than to postpone the public hearing
for at least four weeks, or deny the applicant’s request, with or without prejudice.5

6. Landmark Commission Rules of Procedure Section 6(B) provides that each
Landmark Commission Agenda:

shall include member requests be brought before the Commission.
The request to place an item on the agenda must be provided to city
staff at least 100 hours in advance of the day of the meeting at which
the member wants the item considered.

4Historic District Protection Ordinance Section 51A-1.106 (d)

5Historic District Protection Ordinance Section 51A-1.106(e)(1)
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The City violated this provision in that no Landmark Commission member requested
to put the CD on the March 4, 2019, agenda. Joey Zapata made the request, but he
is not a Landmark Commission member.6

7. The Landmark Commission agenda for its March 4, 2019, meeting unlawfully
backdated the date the City filed the CD by stating that the City filed an
administratively complete CD application on “02/07/19.”  This unlawful backdating
would have misled the Landmark Commission to incorrectly conclude that it was
timely acting on the CD.7 By Email after the Landmark Commission made its
decision, Appellant Chris Carter asked Kris Sweckard, why this occurred, and Mr.
Sweckard Emailed in response:

From:Sweckard, Kris <Kris.Sweckard@dallascityhall.com>
Date: Wed, Apr 24, 2019, 4:02 PM
Subject: RE: Landmark hearing
To: Chris Carter <cboonecarter3@gmail.com>, Hill, Phyllis (Elaine)
< p h y l l i s . h i l l @ d a l l a s c i t y h a l l . c o m > ,  D e a n ,  N e v a
<neva.dean@dallascityhall.com>

Mr. Carter,

Mr. Zapata formally requested the hearing to be on March 4th and it became
my job to do what I could to make that happen.

Kris

The Landmark Commission was aware the timing of its consideration was wrong as
indicated at Transcript of the March 4, 2019 Landmark Commission Hearing
(SECTION 5 of the administrative record on appeal) (Transcript) p. 82, lines 4-5,
when Chairwoman Seale stated: “Of course we thought this was coming to us in
April, but it came to us in March.” But the Landmark Commission did not take any
action to correct this known illegality.

6Landmark Commission Rules of Procedure Section 3(E) provides: “MEMBER means a duly appointed
member of the Commission”

7The consideration of this CD was so rushed that the City had to force the Mayor’s Task Force to hold a
special meeting at 8:30 a.m. on the morning of March 4, 2019, immediately before the Landmark Commission was
set to begin its 9 a.m. briefing on the March 4, 2019, agenda, so the Mayor’s Task Force could recommend approval
of the CD. Whomever wrote the March 4, 2019 Landmark Commission Agenda, and City staff’s recommendation of
the City’s CD application, understood that the Mayor’s Task Force’s recommendation was pre-ordained to
“Approve” because that is what they wrote in the Agenda and in the Staff’s recommendation. On the morning of
March 4, 2019, only two members of the Mayor’s Task Force were present for the special emergency meeting, and
so the Mayor’s Task Force could take no official action to approve the CD because it lacked a quorum (four persons
are required for a quorum). The City attempted to then work around this deficiency by having the Chair of the
Mayor’s Task Force submit “Comments Only” which were sent to the Landmark Commission and included in the
official record for unlawful consideration.
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8. The City has already issued a bid proposal to hire a contractor to remove the
Confederate Monument. This is further evidence that this entire Landmark
Commission/City Plan Commission appeals process is nothing more than a pretext
whose unlawful result has been preordained.

Why did the City rush consideration of this case? By placing this case’s calendar in the
context of the 2019 election calendar for the Mayor and City Council of Dallas, as shown above, the
answer is obvious. The current Dallas City Council and Mayor wanted to be sure that they control
removal of the Confederate Monument rather than leaving it up to a successor council that may vote
to not remove it.

Everything about this process is a pretext to ensure removal of specific speech content with
which a current majority of the Dallas Mayor and City Council disagree. What content will the next
Dallas Mayor and City Council seek to remove?

Due to these errors, the City Plan Commission must either: (1) remand this case back to the
Landmark Commission so that this case may be set and considered on a Landmark Commission
agenda in compliance with the duly adopted Landmark Commission calendar; or (2) postpone the
public hearing for at least four weeks; or (3) deny the applicant’s request, with or without prejudice.

B. New Evidence Not Presented at the Landmark Commission Hearing

The City Plan Commission must remand the matter back to the Landmark Commission if it
determines that there is new testimony or evidence that was not available at the Landmark
Commission hearing.8 In this case, there is new testimony or evidence that was not presented at the
Landmark Commission hearing.

1. Evidence Could Not Be Presented Due to The City’s Unlawful Calendaring

When the City Manager’s office successfully forced the Landmark Commission to unlawfully
rush its schedule to consider the CD application one month too soon, the Landmark Commission
wrongfully deprived the public of its fair opportunity to identify evidence it could then present at the
April 1, 2019, Landmark Commission hearing.

There is an important reason the Landmark Commission calendar provides about one month
of time between the filing of an application and the date the Landmark Commission considers taking
action on the application. The public is a valuable stakeholder in historic preservation, and the public
deserves the fair opportunity to evaluate, find and present evidence in response to any City actions
that affect historic preservation.

With sufficient time, Appellant Chris Carter reasonably believes he could have identified at
least one expert on historic preservation who would have provided testimony as to the proper
technical definition of “contributing” and “noncontributing”, testimony that the Confederate

8Historic District Protection Ordinance Section 51A-4.501(h)(5)
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Monument is a contributing structure, and testimony as to how the removal of the Confederate
Monument would adversely affect the physical condition of the Confederate Monument, and would
reduce the historic character and the integrity of the Pioneer Cemetery Historic Overlay District.

The City Plan Commission must remand this case back to the Landmark Commission, so that
the Appellant Chris Carter, as well as other members of the public, may have the time required by
the Historic District Protection Ordinance to review, analyze, and respond to the CD.

2. Evidence of Popular Opinion

At the Landmark Commission public hearing, Jennifer Scripps testified that a majority of
Dallas citizens are offended by the Confederate Monument9, and various Landmark Commissioners
also referenced the relative popularity of removing or keeping the Confederate Monument.10  This
could not have been known until at or after the Landmark Commision’s meeting.

Public opinion about the popularity of the Confederate Monument, the Confederate soldier
depicted by the monument, the four corner figures depicted by the monument, Dallasite Brigadier
General William Lewis Cabell depicted in the roundel on the monument, or even the Confederate
States of America itself, has no relevance to the three elements the City had to prove in order to
obtain Landmark Commission approval of its CD application. But if public opinion mattered, then
I respectfully submit that the Landmark Commission should have considered the Dallas Morning
News poll it began taking in March of 2018 which shows that of 9,704 votes cast, 61.68% voted to
leave the Confederate Monument as is, 29.24% voted to leave the Confederate Monument in its
present location and add contextualization information, and 9.08% voted to remove the Confederate
Monument.11

3. Improper Participation in this Case by Commissioner Strickland

There is new evidence regarding the qualification of Renee Strickland to serve on the
Landmark Commission.  Ms. Strickland is a political operative involved in both Mayoral candidate
Scott Griggs’ mayoral campaign, and Councilman Phillip Kingston’s current campaign at the same
time she is serving on the Landmark Commission. Ethics charges have been filed against Landmark
Commissioner Strickland and Councilman Kingston, with the hearing on such charges scheduled
for May 7, 2019. The ethics complaints filed against Councilman Kingston and Commissioner
Strickland are attached hereto as Exhibit A.

9Transcript page 15, line 13-14

10See e.g. Commissioner Swann, Transcript p. 80, lines 4-6, “The public input, to me, indicates that there is
still–we have not earned a consensus on this matter and as gratifying I know as making these things go away is to
many people.”

11https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2018/03/20/poll-dallas-remaining-confederate-
memorial
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4. Improper Participation in this case by City Plan Commissioner Paul Ridley

There is new evidence regarding the qualification of Paul Ridley to serve on the City Plan
Commissioner Paul Ridley has been implicated in an alleged ethics violation by Phillip Kingston
regarding proposed City building code changes in which Councilman Kingston allegedly had an
economic interest. As of the date this brief had to be filed, the City had not responded to Appellant
Chris Carter’s Public Information Act request for the complaint and related documents, but the
Dallas Morning News published a story on April 16, 2019, about the ethics complaint against
Councilman Kingston which may be accessed here:

https://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas/2019/04/16/dallas-council-member-benefit-zoning-cha
nge-pushed-ethics-panel-wants-talk

in which the article states “The complaint alleged that the Belmont Addition Conservation District
did not follow the newly created paths to allow for ADUs, circumventing those routes through
Kingston’s appointee on the City Plan Commission, Paul Ridley.”

C. The City Failed to Meet its Burden of Proof That the Structure Is Noncontributing to
the Historic Overlay District

To lawfully obtain approval of the CD by the Landmark Commission, the City had to meet
the requirements of this section of the Historic District Protection Ordinance: 

(h) Certificate for demolition or removal.

(1) Findings and purpose. Demolition or removal of a historic structure
constitutes an irreplaceable loss to the quality and character of the city.
Therefore, demolition or removal of historic structures should be allowed
only for the reasons described in this subsection.

(D) The landmark commission must deny an application to demolish or
remove a structure that is noncontributing to the historic overlay
district because it is newer than the period of historic significance
unless it finds that:

(i) the structure is non-contributing to the historic overlay
district;

As specifically applied to these facts, the City had the burden to prove that the Confederate
Monument is non-contributing to the District.  In the arena of historic preservation, the term
“noncontributing” is a term of art, as is “district.”  Generally, the historic characterization of a
recognized historic “district” sets the context to determine whether a feature in the district is
contributing or non-contributing.  Throughout its deliberations on the CD, the Landmark
Commission failed to construe and apply these terms with their technical meanings, which led the
Landmark Commission to incorrectly decide this case.  Had the Landmark Commission used the
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proper definitions, it would have had no choice, as a matter of law, but to deny the City’s CD.

1. The District and the Structure

A district is a “geographically definable area, urban or rural, possessing a significant
concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united by past events
or aesthetically by plan or physical development. A district may also comprise individual elements
separated geographically but linked by association or history.”12 In this particular case, the relevant
district is the Pioneer Cemetery Historic District, which is defined geographically as: 

“DISTRICT means Historic Overlay District No. 114, the Pioneer Cemetery Historic Overlay
District. This district contains the property described in Section 1 of this ordinance and as
shown on Exhibit B.”13

It is undisputed that the Confederate Monument is a located within the geographic boundary of the
District.

This District was designated as historic because of the following Designation Criteria:14

1. History, heritage and culture: Represents the historical development, ethnic
heritage or cultural characteristics of the city, state or country.

2. Significant Persons: Identification with a person or persons who significantly
contributed to the culture and development of the city, state, or country.

3. Historic Context: Relationship to other distinctive buildings, sites, or areas which
are eligible for preservation based on historic, cultural, or architectural
characteristics.

4. Unique visual feature: Unique location of singular physical characteristics
representing an established and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood,
community or the city that is a source of pride or cultural significance.

5. Archeological: Archeological or paleontological value in that it has produced or can
be expected to produce data affecting theories of historic or prehistoric interest.

6. Historic Education: Represents as era of architectural, social, or economic history
that allows an understanding of how the place or area was used by past generations.

The Dallas Landmark Commission Landmark Nomination Form specifically identified and described

1236 CFR Section 60.3(d)

13Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance Section 2.6

14Dallas Landmark Commission Landmark Nomination Form Section 17
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the Confederate Monument on its page 11. The Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance
incorporated the Dallas Landmark Commission Landmark Nomination Form and provides in
relevant part:

“Existing grave markers, monuments, and tombs are protected.”15

“MONUMENT means a commemorative marker, pylon, or sculpture that
memorializes a person, place or historic event.”16

“PROTECTED means an architectural or landscaping feature that must be retained
and maintain its historic appearance, as near as practical, in all aspects.”17

“PROTECTED FEATURES The following elements are considered important
features and are protected:...b. Monuments”18

It is therefore indisputable as a matter of law that on the date the City adopted the Pioneer Cemetery
Designation Ordinance, the Confederate Monument, which was specifically referenced in the Dallas
Landmark Commission Landmark Nomination Form was a “protected” “existing” “monument” and
that it was specifically characterized as a contributing feature to the District.  

The City made a very weak argument that the Landmark Commission Landmark Nomination
Form was vague, ambiguous, or somehow unclear as to whether the Landmark Commission intended
to include the Confederate Monument as a protected structure. This was directly refuted by the
testimony of Allison Reeves, who served as Chairman of the Landmark Commission in 2002 when
the Landmark Commission drafted the Nomination Form, who stated that the Landmark Commission
did specifically consider the Confederate Monument for protection (“We considered it [the
Confederate Monument] as more of a symbol of the families who had given the money to have it
built whose families, their husbands, their fathers, their sons, brothers had died and that was a
memorial like a tombstone to them.”). They considered it.  Enough said.  And in what types of
districts do tombstones naturally contribute? In cemetery districts such as Pioneer Cemetery.

2. Contributing

A feature is “contributing” or “non-contributing” to a defined historic district based on the
relationship of the feature to the historic criteria selected for the district.  As stated in National Park
Service regulations19:

15Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance Section 4.1

16Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance Section 2.12

17Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance Section 2.13

18Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance Section 6.1(b)

1936 CFR Section 67.5(a) Standards for Evaluating Significance Within Registered Historic Districts
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(1) A building contributing to the historic significance of a district is one which by
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association adds to the
district’s sense of time and place and historical development. 

(2) A building not contributing to the historic significance of a district is one which does
not add to the district’s sense of time and place and historical development; or one
where the location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association
have been so altered or have so deteriorated that the overall integrity of the building
has been irretrievably lost.

The City’s burden of proof was, therefore, to prove that the Confederate Monument does not add to
the District’s sense of time and place and historical development in regard to any of the following:
(1) history, heritage and culture; (2) significant persons; (3) historic context; (4) unique visual
feature; (5) archeological; and (6) historic education.

The only evidence the City introduced on this issue was the opinion of its Director of Cultural
Affairs, Jennifer Scripps, who was not qualified, at the hearing, as an expert on the issue of
characterizing features as contributing or non-contributing:

A. Testimony of Jennifer Scripps, Transcript p. 8, lines 1-9: “It [the Confederate
Monument] was placed there in the ‘60s, almost 40 years after the last body and
burial occurred in the historic cemetery, and so we feel comfortable that it is non-
contributing. And additionally, if you followed the National Park Service’s national
guidelines, once it’s moved, it is also automatically considered non-contributing. So
that’s the basis for our application.”

“We feel comfortable” is not evidence. It is an opinion by a non-expert. Ms.
Scripps’ description of National Park Service guidelines is completely
incorrect. She oversimplified it in a way that makes it completely misleading.
The correct interpretation of National Park Service guidelines is set forth
below.

B. Testimony of Jennifer Scripps, Transcript p. 22, lines 19-22: “Right. So the first one
is that it’s non-contributing because it was basically from a–it was moved there and
it’s not from the period of significance of the historic overlay district, which was
from 1849 to 1921.”

This is factually incorrect, and given other of her statements, Ms. Scripps
probably mis-spoke as to the relationship of the Confederate Monument to
the Period of Significance. No one disputes that the Confederate Monument
is within the Period of Significance.

C. Testimony of Jennifer Scripps, Transcript p. 23, lines 9-12: “And furthermore, if you
follow the National Historic Registry guideline, by definition of the fact that it has
been moved, it can be considered non-contributing, National Park Service.”
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Transcript p. 59, lines 10-14: “Generally, we also follow best practices from the
National Park Service that says once you remove a historic resource from its original
context, it’s lost some of its value so it may be non-contributing even in a new
district.”

The only fact the City uses to argue that the Confederate Monument is non-contributing to the
District is that it was moved from Old City Park to the District in 1961.

Ms. Scripps did not provide any citation to the National Park Service resource on which she
supposedly relied for this opinion. Without such specificity, her testimony is hearsay on whichthe
Landmark Commission cannot rely. Her testimony is also wrong on the merits. Moving a monument
in and of itself is irrelevant to the issue of whether a specific feature is a noncontributing structure
in a specific historic district. It may be relevant, or irrelevant, based on this much larger context.  The
relevant issue is framed by the Historic District Preservation Ordinance. The City had to prove that
the moved feature, in this case the Confederate Monument, after its move, “does not add to the
district’s sense of time and place and historical development.”

The Landmark Commission determined that the Confederate Monument was a contributing
structure in the District back in 2001 as it developed and completed the Dallas Landmark
Commission Landmark Nomination Form, and in 2002 the City Council agreed that the Confederate
Monument was a contributing structure in the District when it approved the District, both decisions
of which took into consideration the fact that the City had already moved the Confederate Monument
from its original location to Pioneer Park.20  The proper relevant question raised by the City’s CD
is whether any facts have changed the Confederate Monument’s contributing relationship to the
District since 2002. The City offered no evidence on this issue, and as such the Landmark
Commission was compelled, as a matter of law, to deny the CD.21

Notwithstanding the above reasoning, even if we were to re-consider the relationship of the
Confederate Monument to the District for the first time today, a genuine consideration of the facts
could lead a reasonable person to only one conclusion: that the Confederate Monument is a
contributing structure. Among other contributions to the District:

1. The design, materials, workmanship and creation of the Confederate Monument can
be studied by those interested in sculptures created during the District’s sense of time
and place and historical development, also known as the District’s Period of
Significance, including some of the gravemarkers and headstones in the District.

20Frankly, revisiting the issue of whether the Confederate Monument is contributing, as though it was never
considered before, or worse that those who considered it before were wrong, is very disrespectful to the individuals
who worked so hard to obtain historic protection for Pioneer Cemetery, particularly including Ms. Frances James,
Landmark Commissioner at the time, and the members of the Landmark Commission Designation Task Force for this
District. 

21In the opinion of Appellant Chris Carter, the only changed relationship to the Confederate Monument
since 2002 is the current popular opinion of a vocal minority who have decided to demonize all things related to the
Civil War. Fortunately, popular opinion is completely irrelevant to whether a monument is a contributing structure.
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2. The Confederate Monument represents the work of an architect, designer or master
builder whose individual work has influenced the development of the city, state, or
country.  Individuals may learn more about the vision and techniques of the
Confederate Monument’s sculptor, Frank Teich, a well known artist who sculpted
maybe as many as a third of all Confederate monuments in the state of Texas,22 much
like someone interested in Frank Lloyd Wright could study the design and
construction of the Kalita Humphries Theater.

3. Individuals interested in learning about the ideas that were espoused by those who
commissioned the Confederate Monument during the District’s Period of
Significance may do so, perhaps to include a determination of whether or not they
agree or disagree with the ideas.

4. Many individuals who served in official positions in the government of the
Confederate States of America, who participated in the secession and reunification
of the State of Texas with the United States of America, are buried inthe District, in
very close proximity to the Confederate Monument. This is a direct connection
between the Confederate Monument and other contributing features in the District.

5. The age of the Confederate Monument, being within the Period of Significance, adds
to the District’s sense of time and place and historical development. 

6. The Confederate Monument is linked by history to many men buried in the District,
including but not limited to:

a. Barton Warren Stone who, according to the Texas Historic Commission
marker at his grave, commanded two Confederate cavalry regiments during
the Civil War

b. William Wallace Peak who, according to his headstone, served as a Major of
the Texas Cavalry, for the Confederate States of America, and whose
headstone includes a depiction of one of the battle flags of the Confederacy.

c. John J. Hood who, according to the Texas Historic Commission marker at his
grave, served the Confederacy in the Civil War as a Colonel of an artillery
regiment and later became a District Judge and was elected as Mayor of
Dallas in 1880.

d. James K. Polk Record who, according to the Texas Historic Commission
marker at his grave, left the office of District Attorney for Dallas in 1860 to
serve in the Confederate Army during the Civil War, after which he became
a state senator and served as a delegate to the Texas Constitutional
Convention of 1866.

22Transcript, p. 18, lines 5-7
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e. Chaplain D. W. Broughton who, according to his headstone, served in the
army of the Confederate States of America.

f. Captain William Porter Martin who, according to his headstone, died in the
service of the Confederate States of America.

g. Alexander Harwood who, according to the Texas Historic Commission
marker at his grave, served the Confederacy as Assistant to the Postmaster
General and then represented Dallas County at the 1866 State Constitutional
Convention.

h. First Lieutenant Samuel B. Pryor who, according to his headstone, served in
the Texas artillery of the Confederate States of America.

i. John W. Lane who, according to the Texas Historic Commission marker at
his grave, served in the 18th Texas Cavalry of the army of the Confederate
States of America and, after the war, served as Mayor of the City.

j. Nicholas Henry Darnell who, according to the Texas Historic Commission
marker at his grave, led the 18th Texas Cavalry of the army of the Confederate
States of America and then served as a delegate to the 1875 Constitutional
Convention.

k. Rev. William Ceiton Young who, according to his headstone, served in the
Slemons Arkansas Cavalry Brigade of the Confederate States of America and
then served as pastor at Dallas’ First Methodist Church.

l. John McClannahan Crockett who, according to the Texas Historic
Commission marker at his grave, served as Lieutenant Governor of the State
of Texas during its first two years in the Confederacy.

Additionally, on a roundel on the Confederate Monument itself is carved a depiction of William
Lewis Cabell and his nickname “OLD TIGE”, who served as Brigadier General of the Confederate
States of America, and as Mayor of Dallas from 1872-1876, 1877-1879, and 1883-1855.22  

While the testimony of Jennifer Scripps and various Landmark Commission members opine
with outrageous personal interpretations about the “meaning” or “mythology” of the Confederate
Monument, the Confederate Monument itself speaks with clarity. The inscriptions on the
Confederate Monument are as follows, in their entirety:

22These facts directly contradict the misleading testimony of Jennifer Scripps that the Confederate
Monument has “very scant relationships, direct relationships to Dallas.” Transcript p. 14, lines 12-13. This error was
later parroted by various Landmark Commission members as they described why they voted to approve (remove) the
Confederate Monument, e.g. Commission Strickland, Transcript p. 75, line 23-p. 76 line8, Commissioner Amonett,
Transcript p. 77 line 13-17.
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1. “This stone shall crumble into dust ere the deathless devotion of Southern women be
forgotten”

2. “Erected by the Daughters of the Confederacy Dallas Chapter No. 6, June 25, 1896”

3. “The brazen lips of Southern cannon thundered an unanswered anthem to the God
of battle”

4. “The Confederate sabreur kissed his blade homeward riding straight on into the
mouth of hell”

5. “It was given the genuis and valor of Confederate seamen to revolutionize naval
warfare over the earth”

6. “Confederate infantry drove bayonets through columns that never before reeled to the
shock of battle”

These inscriptions contribute to the meaning of the service of many individuals buried in the District
by instructing those who wish to study the District’s history that the Confederate Army was
comprised of infantry, artillery, cavalry and navy, placing many gravemarkers in the District within
the larger context of the Confederacy.

The Confederate Monument therefore obviously contributes to a more complete
understanding of the history of every one of these honorable men during the Period of Significance,
within the technical, historic meaning of that term of adding to the sense of time and place and
historical development of the District.  No reasonable person could conclude otherwise, although
irrational emotional persons may.  As Allison Reeves23 so eloquently stated at the public hearing,
“It’s a cemetery. Everything in the cemetery contributes to it.”24

The City failed to carry its burden to prove that the Confederate Monument is Non-
contributing to the Historic Overlay District. Since failing to meet its burden of proof on any one of
the three required elements means that the CD must be denied, the City Plan Commission must
reverse the Landmark Commission’s decision to grant the CD, and deny the CD.

D. The City Failed to Meet its Burden of Proof That the Structure Is Newer than the
Period of Historic Significance for the Historic Overlay District

To lawfully obtain approval of the CD by the Landmark Commission, the City had to meet
the requirements of this section of the Historic District Protection Ordinance: 

23Chairman of the Landmark Commission in 2002 when the Landmark Commission successfully led the
effort to designate the District

24Transcript p. 48, lines 6-7
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(h) Certificate for demolition or removal.

(1) Findings and purpose. Demolition or removal of a historic structure
constitutes an irreplaceable loss to the quality and character of the city.
Therefore, demolition or removal of historic structures should be allowed
only for the reasons described in this subsection.

(D) The landmark commission must deny an application to demolish or
remove a structure that is noncontributing to the historic overlay
district because it is newer than the period of historic significance
unless it finds that:...

(ii) the structure is newer than the period of historic significance
for the historic overlay district;...

As related to this case, the City had to prove that the Confederate Monument is newer than the
Period of Historic Significance for the District.  The City failed to meet this burden. In fact, the
City’s own evidence proves the opposite, that the Confederate Monument is within the Period of
Historic Significance for the District.

This element turns on principles of statutory construction applicable to the Historic District
Protection Ordinance.  The critical term in this element is “structure.” The Historic District
Protection Ordinance defines “structure” as follows:

DCC 51A-2.102 (135)   STRUCTURE means that which is built or constructed, an edifice
or building of any kind, or any piece of work artificially built up or composed of parts joined
together in some definite manner.

Applying this definition, the “structure” is the Confederate Monument. The Confederate Monument
was built or constructed in 1896.  The City’s evidence proves that the structure is clearly within the
Period of Historic Significance for the Historic Overlay District.25

Period of Historic Significance: 1849-1921

Age of the Structure:  1896

Conclusion: 25 years before the end of the period, which by
definition is “within” the Period of Historic
Significance for Pioneer Cemetery Historic Overlay
District

25While not controlling in this case, National Park Service regulations applicable to the designation of
historic properties also define “structure” as “a work made up of interdependent and interrelated parts in a definite
pattern of organization. Constructed by man, it is often an engineering project large in scale.” 36 CFR Section
60.3(p). Clearly, the Confederate Monument meets this definition as well.
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The City argued that the Confederate Monument is newer than the Period of Historic
Significance because the Confederate Monument was moved to the Historic Overlay District after
1921.26 The Landmark Commissioners who voted to approve the City’s CD accepted the City’s
argument.  However, this argument must fail as a matter of law because the Historic District
Protection Ordinance does not define Period of Significance by the date a structure was installed
but rather the date of the structure.

The Historic District Protection Ordinance requires the Landmark Commission to vote to
deny the City’s CD application if the City fails to meet its burden of proof on this issue. Since the
Landmark Commission applied the wrong legal standard, the City Plan Commission must apply the
correct standard. The only possible correct application results in a conclusion that the age of the
Confederate Monument structure is not newer than the Period of Historic Significance for the
Pioneer Cemetery Historic Overlay District.  As such, the only possible legal decision that can be
made in this case is to hold that the City failed to meet its burden of proof on this issue. Since failing
to meet its burden of proof on any one of the three required elements means that the CD must be
denied, the City Plan Commission must reverse the Landmark Commission’s decision to grant the
CD, and deny the CD.

E. The City Failed to Meet its Burden That the Demolition of the Structure Will Not
Adversely Affect the Historic Character of the Property or the Integrity of the Historic
Overlay District

The Historic District Protection Ordinance which applies to all historic overlay districts in
the City, not just the District, provides in relevant part:

(h) Certificate for demolition or removal.

(1) Findings and purpose. Demolition or removal of a historic structure
constitutes an irreplaceable loss to the quality and character of the city.
Therefore, demolition or removal of historic structures should be allowed
only for the reasons described in this subsection.

(D) The landmark commission must deny an application to demolish or
remove a structure that is noncontributing to the historic overlay
district because it is newer than the period of historic significance
unless it finds that:...

(iii) demolition of the structure will not adversely affect the
historic character of the property or the integrity of the
historic overlay district.

As applied to this case, the City had the burden to prove that its demolition removal of the
Confederate Monument will not adversely affect the historic character of the property or the integrity

26See supra, Section C.2.
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of the District.

The City goes to great lengths to claim it is only attempting to remove the Confederate
Monument, and not demolish it, but the request is actually to store the Confederate Monument for
three years and revisit the issue at that time.  See also the City’s Office of Procurement Services Bid
Solicitation No. BKZ1900009779 for “removal and archival storage services for the Confederate
Monument...” It is Appellant Chris Carter’s opinion, based on various public statements made by
the City’s Mayor and various City Council members, that this is a mere pretext to the real plan of
the City, which is to demolish the Confederate Monument at the end of the three year period.  Either
way, the removal of the Confederate Monument from the District would have the exact same effect
on the District and its property as would demolition.

The City offered no competent evidence that the demolition removal of the Confederate
Monument will not adversely affect the historic character of the property or the integrity of the
Historic Overlay District. Again, the particular definitions of the terms of art must be used to analyze
this issue.

As explained in Section D above, the structure is the Confederate Monument,.  As explained
in Section C.1. above, the District is a geographic area that possesses a significant concentration,
linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united by past events, comprised of
individual elements linked by association or history. This section of the ordinance requires two
different considerations: (1) the effect of demolition removal on the historic character of the
property; and (2) the effect of demolition removal on the integrity of the District. The first is a
physical evaluation, whereas the second is a more esoteric evaluation.

1. Effect of Removal on the Historic Character of the Property
At the Landmark Commission hearing the City offered non-expert testimony of Jennifer

Scripps that there are no graves under or close to the Confederate Monument, and since there are no
graves there, the City will be able to remove the Confederate Monument with no adverse effect on
the entire District property because there are no graves there. Chairwoman Seale summarized this
argument as follows: 

Chairwoman Seale: “So what do you say about City’s argument that, look, we chose this
location [for the Confederate Monument] because there were no
graves there. We didn’t have any burials past 1940. Their argument
is that they can remove this [monument]. There will obviously be
disturbances of the soil. But their argument is that it’s not going to
have an adverse effect on the entire historic strict [sic] because there
are no graves there. The burials stopped in 1940. This was put in in
1961. And so that’s their presupposition for adverse impact.”27

27 Transcript p. 49, lines 15-25
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Allison Reeves28: “Well, I just don’t believe that’s true.”29

Commissioner
Strickland: “In 1961 when the monument to the Confederacy was moved to

Pioneer Park, do you know of evidence of any graves being disturbed
in that corner?”30

Allison Reeves31: “Yes, and as a matter of fact I sent a letter, maps, and overlays to Mr.
Doty to show that the pictures I had as well as the overlay of the map,
the map from the 1950s when they were first wanting to build the
auditorium, the Memorial Auditorium32...And when you look at the
Confederate Monument, it is on the top part of the Odd Fellow
cemetery as well as part of the Old City Cemetery...33

Jennifer Scripps: “We are very interested in removing this piece and not disturbing any
known or unknown burial sites...Everything we’ve seen leads us to
believe...If we were to unexpectedly come across unmarked
graves34...I think we’re dealing with hearsay and worst case questions.
And of course I can’t–that’s speculation.”35 [emphasis added]

With all due respect, the only speculation here was Ms. Scripp’s testimony on this issue.  She simply
“hopes” the City’s planned removal of the Confederate Monument will not disturb graves, even
while admitting the removal effort would disturb the soil underneath and around the structure. But
in response Allison Reeves, Chairwoman of the Landmark Commission in 2002 when the District
was designated as historic, unequivocally stated that there are graves underneath and in the
immediate vicinity of the Confederate Monument, and any attempt to remove the Confederate
Monument would disturb those sacred final resting plots. Hope is not a strategy. Hope does not
avoid damage. Hope does not meet the ordinance’s legal requirement.

The Landmark Commission erred in accepting the hope of Jennifer Scripps over the

28Chairman of the Landmark Commission in 2002 when the Landmark Commission successfully led the
effort to designate the District

29Transcript p. 50, lines 1-2

30Transcript p. 52 lines 9-11

31Transcript states this is an “Unknown speaker” but the speaker’s identity is obvious in context

32Transcript p. 52 lines 12-17

33Transcript p. 53 lines 1-3

34Transcript p. 57 lines 1-7

35Transcript p. 57, lines 23-25
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knowledge of Allison Reeves that removal of the Confederate Monument would harm other historic
property in the District. Since the City failed to meet its burden of proof on this required element,
the CD must be denied. The City Plan Commission must reverse the Landmark Commission’s
decision to grant the CD, and deny the CD.

2. Effect of Removal on the Historical Integrity of the District

Whereas the inquiry of Section E.1. above looks at the effect of removing the Confederate
Monument on other property in the District, this inquiry considers the effect of its removal on the
remaining historical integrity of the District. The City stated that the cemetery was just a cemetery
before the monument was moved, and after its removal the district would go back to just being a
cemetery.

Jennifer Scripps: “You could remove this [Confederate Monument] and it does not
adversely impact what is left, which is the historic cemetery, which
is from 1849 to 1921.”36

“Well, I feel like the rest of the cemetery are cemetery markers and
this was a piece built for a completely different purpose. So there’s
also a difference there that’s kind of getting glossed over because it’s
not a grave site or a burial marker. It’s a different piece altogether
that’s part of the city’s public art collection that was moved there, so
40 years after they quit interring bodies there.”37

This analysis is irrelevant. The relevant question is, would removing the Confederate
Monument lessen the historic significance of the District? The answer is unequivocally yes.
Removing the monument would obviously:

a. Eliminate the ability of those interested to study the design, materials, workmanship
and creation of the Confederate Monument a structure within the District’s Period of
Significance.

b. Eliminate the ability of those interested in learning about a sculpture of Frank Teich,
a leading Texas artist of the Period of Significance, whose individual work has
influenced the development of the city, state, or country.  The loss would be similar
to demolishing dissassembling, removing and storing the Kalita Humphries Theater
for those interested in Frank Lloyd Wright designs.

c. Eliminate the ability of individuals interested in learning about the ideas that were
espoused by those who commissioned the Confederate Monument during the
District’s Period of Significance, including their ability to determine for themselves

36Transcript p. 23, lines 6-8

37Transcript p. 60 line 20-p. 61, line 4
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whether or not they agree or disagree with the ideas.

d. Eliminate a monument that provides historical context to burial sites of persons who
served Texas and Dallas during the time they were part of the Confederate States of
America, as well as both immediately before and immediately after.

e. Because the age of the Confederate Monument is within the Period of Significance,
demolishing removing it would subtract from the District’s sense of time and place
and historical development. 

Furthermore, Allison Reeves, who served as Chairman of the Landmark Commission in 2002 when
the District was established, stated that the Landmark Commission “considered it [the Confederate
Monument] as more of a symbol of the families who had given the money to have it built whose
families, their husbands, their fathers, their sons, brothers had died and that was a memorial like
a tombstone to them.”. See Transcript p. 46, lines 13-17. Removing the Confederate Monument from
a cemetery District will remove a tombstone for all of the husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers of
all of the families who had given the money to have it built.  Removing a tombstone from a cemetery
district will, by any reasonable analysis, reduce the historic integrity of the district.

Since the City offered no evidence on this issue, while the evidence offered substantiates
these truths, the City failed to meet its burden of proof on this required element, the CD must be
denied. The City Plan Commission must reverse the Landmark Commission’s decision to grant the
CD, and deny the CD.

F. Certificate of Appropriateness and Removal Cost Overruns

In removing the Robert E. Lee and Confederate Soldier statue from Lee Park, the City
originally authorized only around $450,000 for that removal. The City later had to authorize around
an additional $375,000. The City therefore has a history of underestimating the cost of a monuments
removal project. In the bid sheet for the removal and storage of the Confederate Monument, the City
has prominently stated that the winning contractor may ask for more money. The City has taken the
position that all Confederate content must be removed from the City regardless of cost to the
taxpayers of the City, and without any input from taxpayers of the City, because of what Confederate
content represents to the Mayor and City Council. 

As indicated by testimony at the public hearing, and referenced above, the Confederate
Monument sits on top of unmarked graves in two different historic cemeteries. The ground
disturbance necessary to remove this very large structure will disturb those graves. Disturbing graves
will greatly increase the cost. The Landmark Commission should not have approved the CD until
the City also submitted an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness with its exact plans for
removal so the Landmark Commission could ensure the removal construction plans would
adequately protect those unmarked graves.
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G. The Landmark Commission Decision Violates a Statutory or Ordinance Provision

As specified in more detail throughout this brief, the Landmark Commission violated its own
rules, its own duly adopted calendar, the Pioneer Cemetery Designation Ordinance, the Historic
District Protection Ordinance, and the Constitution of the United States of America, in executing its
charge from the City to remove the Confederate Monument by any means necessary. For every one
of those reasons, the City Plan Commission should overturn the decision of the Landmark
Commission and deny the CD.

H. The Landmark Commission Decision Exceeds the Landmark Commission’s Authority

The Landmark Commission decision exceeded its authority by considering factors, innuendo
and hearsay on issues other than the three specific factors stated in the Historic District Protection
Ordinance. This also could not have been known until the Landmark Commission held its hearing
and voted. 

The motion to grant the CD passed by a vote of 10-5. The following Landmark
Commissioners explicitly stated the following improper and/or irrelevant reasons for their vote:

1. Commissioner Payton, Transcript p. 92, line 20-p. 94, line 2: “First, I don’t want to
refight the Civil War. The South lost and to continually bring this up, let’s come in
and name something after some people who fought for freedom. They fought to keep
the old way. We’re trying to move into a new generation now. And to keep giving our
schools named after–schools, parks, streets, named after old Confederate generals,
that’s good, that was good. But now we’ve got to name some things that-we’ve got
to name some things after. We’ve got to put in some new memorials...But to keep
bringing these old guys up saying they were the greatest, they wasn’t the greatest.
They wasn’t the greatest. We keep living in that, as she said, mythology about how
great these guys were. They wasn’t so great so let’s move on and do some new things
for the City of Dallas. That’s what we’re supposed to be about, trying to bring some
new light, some new energy into the city.”

2. Commissioner Strickland, Transcript p. 94, line 17-p. 95 line 5: “This monument
was-this memorial was built and erected intentionally during the period of
significance for this Pioneer Park but it was erected someplace else in town. Because
this was not intended to honor the dead of the Civil War. This is intended to honor
the Lost Cause mythology. It was built in the 1890s, 1896. So it was-by only focusing
on this one aspect of a few of one side that died in the Civil War, we are not honoring
the full pioneers of our city that are buried in Pioneer Park. And it was intentionally
named Pioneer Park to honor the founders of the City of Dallas and we do have
Union soldiers buried in this cemetery as well.”

3. Commissioner Montgomery, Transcript p. 96, line 2-p. 97, line 20: “We’ve been put
in a very difficult procedural position here because you’re asking us to vote on
something that doesn’t exactly say what we all know we’re really here about and try
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to resolve those two things. With my desire to have all pieces of history preserved,
I came to the conclusion that I consider this particular monument to detract from the
place where it is. I do not want to see anything destroyed though I know that
sometimes things must be because of various reasons and they should still be
commemorated some other way...A monument or memorial means what the person
who perceives it thinks it means. Whatever the intent originally was, if it makes you
proud of your own family’s history in the Confederacy, that’s nice. If it makes you
miserable realizing your own family’s history of oppression, that’s a lot stronger
emotion. I think this violates the spirit of the Pioneer Cemetery for the same reasons
that Commissioner Strickland has stated...This particular monument has become a
point of emotional explosion for some people. Let’s put it someplace where people
can learn about it in context, and that’s why I will vote the way I’m going to vote
even though I realize there are problems with the request before us.”

4. Commissioner De La Harpe, Transcript p. 103, line 18-p. 104, line 1: “This was
moved because the freeway was put in which literally split our city in half. And we
have moved as a city with a division that has gone on for a long time and this is a
time that we can make a change and history continues. This monument can go to a
place where it’s going to tell a better story in full contextualization. We’re not
making its end. We are making the future a better possibility.”

5. Commissioner Hinjosa, Transcript p. 104, line 4-p. 105, line 2: “Yes, I’d like to just
state that, yes, we’re here for the integrity of historical sites, but yet some of us are
also here because we’re representing our communities. If you look around that
horseshoe the only black and brown face you see here are myself and Commissioner
Payton. So we are representing our community and the pain of our community and
our shared pain at something of this magnitude that obliterates our history just as
the monument needed to be moved in 1961 for physical external factors, it needs to
be moved now for sociological external factors...Put it somewhere else there can be
a teaching moment somewhere else but not right in the center of town where
Commissioner Payton, myself, and our communities have to go and see this and
experience this day after day after day. It’s more than enough time has passed for
something like this to happen...We’re not here for history. We’re here for our story,
our story has to be told. This is the history of everybody now, just like she said, we
aren’t just here for history.”

6. Commissioner Spellicy, Transcript p. 75, lines 4-9: “So I think at the heart you have
to decide, does allowing the city to go ahead and move it, does it harm the program’s
mission, its purpose overall or not? I think at this point to allow it to remain harms
the program overall in regards to what we’re trying to achieve.”

7. Commissioner Amonett, Transcript p. 77, line 22-p. 78, line 12: “My
greatgrandfather came here in the early 1900s and there’s some context from Dallas.
In the early 1920s, one out of every three men in Dallas was a member of the Klan.
That’s who we are. That’s who our ancestors are. And I’ve read the secession
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declarations from the states and they all had language about how black people were
inferior and that I don’t want to be any part of that. And if that means that I’m
making a decision not based on history, then so be it, but I really feel that these
people aren’t connected with Dallas. It is what Commissioner Strickland said, it was
political when it was erected. And so if it’s a political decision today that makes it
go away, then so be it.”

At least seven of the ten Landmark Commissioners who voted to approve the CD did so for
blatantly improper reasons. Reversing only three of these votes would have resulted in the Landmark
Commission denying the CD. However, had all Landmark Commissioners stayed within their
authority to only consider and determine the three elements the Historic District Protection
Ordinance required the City to prove, the vote could only have been a unanimous denial of the CD
because the City failed to even meet its prima facie case on any one of these three issues, as
explained previously in this brief.

I. The Landmark Commission Decision was not reasonably supported by substantial
evidence considering the evidence in the record

The record of the Landmark Commission decision on appeal shows that its decision finding
the City proved the three factors it was required to prove was not supported by substantial evidence. 
The only witness evidence offered by the City in support of the CD was the testimony of Jennifer
Scripps, Director of the City’s Office of Cultural Affairs. Ms. Scripps testified only as a fact witness.
She was neither offered nor qualified as any type of expert witness. 

The record shows that the City failed to attach any documents to its CD Application.  The
Landmark Commission could not lawfully consider any of the documents contained in Section 3 of
the record on appeal, other than the one page CD application, because the City did not file them
timely. The memorandum from Planner Liz Casso is dated March 4, 2019, and thus cannot be
considered or relied on. The Task Force Recommendation Report is dated March 4, 2019 and thus
cannot be considered or relied on. The Powerpoint slides to support this agenda item are each dated
“March 4, 2019” and thus cannot be considered and relied on.

The Landmark Commission decision to approve the CD was not reasonably supported by
substantial evidence considering the record in the evidence, because the City failed to introduce any
competent evidence into the record in a timely manner. Stated differently, the City introduced no
evidence into the record in a timely manner, other than the oral testimony of Jennifer Scripps at the
public hearing, which is addressed in other sections of this Brief.

J. The Administrative Record on Appeal to the City Plan Commission is Incomplete

The record on appeal is incomplete. 

(1) Transcript p. 25, lines 12-22, Mr. Ed Sebesta delivered to the Landmark Commission
a written “report on the monument.” This report is part of the administrative record
and should have been included in the appeal documentation provided to the City Plan
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Commission. 

(2) The non-profit organization Preservation Dallas submitted a letter to the Landmark
Commission regarding its opinion on the CD. This letter is also part of the
administrative record and should have been included in the appeal documentation
provided to the City Plan Commission. 

(3) Transcript, p. 74, lines 16-17, Commissioner Spellicy stated “When I look at this I
think a part of it in reading all of the e-mails that came or that were submitted, the
vast majority asked for re-contextualization of it.”. These Emails which at least one
commissioner considered in the course of deciding this case are, under the law, part
of the administrative record and should have been included in the appeal
documentation provided to the City Plan Commission. The Emails produced by the
City in response to Appellant Chris Carter’s public information act request are
attached to this brief as Exhibit D. They include the letter from the non-profit
organization Preservation Dallas referenced in subsection (2) above.

(4) The comments provided by the members of the Task Force meeting at 9 a.m. on
March 4, 2019, were incomplete.  Comments prepared by the Task Force when a
quorum is not present had to include all the information required by Landmark
Commission Rules of Procedure Section 14 (M)(3)(a)-(h), and these failed to meet
the following:

(d) Whether a site visit was made.
(f) The basis for the comments of the task force members.
(g) Any dissenting opinions.
(h) The name and address of any party who spoke in favor of, or in

opposition to, each application.
(i) Task force members may attach individual comments to the comment

report. An individual comment must be provided separately from the
report, clearly indicating that it is an individual comment from the
named member.

Appellant Chris Carter cannot favorably refer or object to documents that should be in the
administrative record, but which have been omitted by the City from the administrative record in this
appeal.  The City Plan Commission should not consider this appeal until these deletions are corrected
and the appeal hearing timely re-noticed for Appellant comments and consideration.

K. The Landmark Commission Decision is Unconstitutional

The discussion about removal of this monument would be intellectually dishonest if we did
not address the Big Pink Elephant in the room. This is an effort by the City, using all its
governmental power, to eliminate specific speech solely because of its content. As such it is a classic
violation of the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America, on its face.
The City Plan Commission has the legal authority to consider the constitutionality of the Landmark
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Commission’s decision in this case, and upon that consideration, to overturn the Landmark
Commission’s decision by denying the City’s CD.

The strongest ground for objecting to the removal of this monument is the precedent this will
set for every other monument in Dallas. If the City successfully removes this monument, it can
remove every other monument as well based solely on the grounds that a future City council, or
really any person or group of persons who agitate enough popular opinion, alleges that it may offend
a large portion of the Dallas population. Monuments and statues to Martin Luther King, Jr., Stevie
Ray Vaughn, Sam Houston, Benjamin Franklin, the Stonewall Democrats, all will be in the direct
crosshairs of whatever future popular opinion may at any time deem offensive, from this point
forward.

Ms. Scripps clearly testified as to what it will take to remove the next monument in the City.
When Landmark Commissioner Swann asked Ms. Scripps whether setting a precedent that the
Confederate Monument was outside the Period of Significance, due to it being moved to Pioneer
Cemetery after the end of the Period of Significance, would also jeopardize removal of other
monuments in Pioneer Cemetery that were constructed or moved there after the Period of
Significance, specifically referencing a monument to John Neely Bryan in 1954, Ms. Scripps
responded:

“No. Because I don’t think that offends a large portion of the Dallas population.”38

So using Ms. Scripps’ standard, the John Neely Bryan monument, erected for the first time in 1954
(outside the Period of Significance), is only protected from removal because it is not offensive. There
could not be a more succinctly stated violation of the First Amendment.39  “The very purpose of the
Bill of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place
them beyond the reach of majorities and officials...” W. Va. Bd. Of Education v. Barnette, 319 US
624, 638 (1943).  

When determining the constitutionality of an order to remove content from a public park or
a public library, there are three rules:

1. The government cannot be forced to create a public library or public park.

2 The government cannot be forced to include any particular work in the public library
or public park. Its decisions to include or exclude particular works are not regulated
by the First Amendment, in that they are “government speech” as that term has been
developed in case law.

3. Once the government creates a public library or park, and places works in the library

38LC Hearing Transcript p. 15, lines 13-14

39Ms. Scripps failed to state the complete logic her thought, which is, the John Neely Bryan monument does
not offend someone in the Dallas population today, but that could change by tomorrow, and if/when it does, the City
may easily remove the John Neely Bryan monument by following the precedent set by this case.
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or park, its decisions to remove works based on content must comply with the First
Amendment. The First Amendment does not regulate removal of works for reasons
other than content.

If this statue may be removed by a Mayor and City Council hostile to its image and theme, then the
precedent is set for removal of any other work in any other historic district in Dallas. The prospect
of successive mayors and city councils sanitizing the City’s public space of views divergent from
their own is alarming, whether they do it book by book, statue by statue, or one page at a time.  What
is at stake here is the right to read and view and be exposed to controversial thoughts and language.
This is the most valuable right subject to First Amendment protection.  

The most effective antidote to the poison of mindless orthodoxy is ready access to a broad
sweep of ideas and philosophies. There is no danger in such exposure. The danger is in mind control.
History will regard this Mayor and City Council as book burners.  And history has never treated book
burners favorably.

The legal response to those members of the public who pressure the Mayor, City Council
members, all others who serve in the City, the Governor of Texas and up to and including the
President of the United States, to use governmental power to remove any public monument, public
art, or books in a public library, is to say something to the effect of:

“I agree those [describe objectionable content, e.g. Confederate]
monuments/art/books are hideous, wrong, embarrassing, dangerous, offensive, and
I understand how badly you want them removed. I pledge to never vote to add any
Confederate content to a park or library while I’m serving, but I can’t legally do
anything to remove what others have already put in. I’m sorry.” The. End.

L. GIVING IN TO THE HECKLER’S VETO IS ALSO UNCONSTITUTIONAL

The City’s efforts to remove all Confederate monuments were allegedly a response to the
events in Charlottsville, Virginia.40  However, in the tragic wake of a series of protests in
Charlottesville, VA, in 2017, caused by that city’s attempted removal of Confederate monuments,
the City of Charlottesville retained the law firm of Hunton & Williams to complete a formal
investigate and report41 (the H&W Final Report). The H&W Final Report clearly indicated the
importance governments have to protect First Amendment rights even in the face of direct physical
assault, by concluding:

In addressing large political protests, City officials, including law enforcement, must both
protect public safety and facilitate free expression. Though many find the belief of the

40See, e.g.,
https://dfw.cbslocal.com/2017/08/14/dallas-city-council-considers-removing-monuments-to-confederacy/

41This report may be accessed here:
https://www.huntonak.com/images/content/3/4/v2/34613/final-report-ada-compliant-ready.pdf
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protesters in these events hateful, the City is legally obliged not to allow such views to
affect its planning. Strategies used on objectionable speech today could be used to
suppress other kinds of critical speech tomorrow. Thus, both command staff and field
officers should prepare for events with both of these paramount goals in mind. Operational
plans should make both goals plain, and specific tactical decisions should be mindful of the
need to ensure security and to protect free speech. 

Law enforcement should not plan to declare an event unlawful and disperse crowds before
an event begins or permit violence that is likely to disrupt a planned event. Nor should it
plan to arrest aggressively as a means to create order. Although arrests are sometimes
necessary to protect public safety, they are also costly for individuals, can be frustrating for
communities, and increase liability for cities. Rather, command staff should make every
effort to ensure that a permitted event takes place in a manner that protects the safety of all
attendees. Preventing violence and addressing individual acts of violence quickly when
they do arise are the best ways to protect both public safety and free speech. Rather than
wait for large assemblies to be declared unlawful, law enforcement should attempt to create
conditions that ensure lawful behavior. 

In navigating the complicated terrain of political protest and public safety, law
enforcement needs effective legal advice. The City Attorney and Commonwealth Attorney
should have access to specialized expertise in these nuanced and evolving areas. Rather than
proscribing bright lines and dictating strategy, lawyers advising police agencies should
present data points reflected in case law, describe the minimum constitutional requirements
at issue in free speech events, and help evaluate specific tactics that attempt to reconcile
these competing interests. This approach will allow law enforcement to develop proactive
plans that both protect the core value of free speech and prevent disorder. 42 [emphasis
added]

Notice the report did not suggest to prevent disorder by removing the objects under attack. Instead
of removing statues and monuments based on fickle popular opinion, our elected officials should
have been evaluating and implementing the recommendations in this report so that Dallas could
avoid repeating the very costly mistakes of the City of Charlottesville. Enforcement of law and order
is the only lawful response to attacks on statues and monuments - regardless of content.

The public safety argument is also known as the “heckler’s veto”, a doctrine identified and
rejected by courts. See, e.g., Beckerman v. City of Tupelo, MS, 664 F.2d 502, 509-510 (5th Cir. 1981)
and the many cases cited therein.  “The existence of a hostile audience, standing alone, has never
been sufficient to sustain a denial of or punishment for the exercise of First Amendment rights...The
state is not powerless to prevent imminent violence or lawlessness resulting from a clash between
the marchers and onlookers. If this situation arises, the police must try first to disperse and control
the crowd, and if that becomes impossible, the marchers may be arrested...Disorderly conduct and
incitement statutes are properly intended to vilify and punish the abuse of First Amendment rights.”

42H&W Final Report at p. 169
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The effort to remove the Confederate Monument in Dallas, as well as the General Lee and 
Solider statue from Lee Park and all other Confederate-related monuments, was undertaken in part 
to avoid hostile audiences protesting at, vandalizing, desecrating, and otherwise harming the 
monuments. It is the solemn duty of the executive branches of our respective governments to not 
allow such lawlessness, or to attempt to avoid it by recognizing their Heckler's Veto. As case law 
makes unequivocally clear, government's job is to disperse and control the crowd, and arrest and 
prosecute those who continue to disobey the law. 

To any reader of this brief, ifthere is only one thing you take with you after reading it, I hope 
you remember this. The South survived losing the Civil War and Reconstruction. Its history can 
certainly survive losing some monuments and historical markers. But America cannot be so sure the 
next part of its history which popular opinion decides to vilify will survive the attack. We need to 
nip this anti-First Amendment activity in the bud to protect history. All of our history. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons set out above, Appellant Chris Carter respectfully requests that the City Plan 
Commission: 

(1) remand this case back to the Landmark Commission with an order that it comply 
with its calendar to provide Chris Carter and other interested parties sufficient notice 
and opportunity to respond; 

(2) remand this case back to the Landmark Commission with an order that it allow all 
interested parties the opportunity to introduce new evidence in opposition to the 
City's application; and/or 

(3) overturn the Landmark Commission's decision and instead deny the City's 
application. 
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